00:04 - Students interested in risk management,
00:06 will learn first how to assess the risks,
00:09 And then second, how to manage those risks.
00:12 And specifically, they will be learning a wide range
00:16 of risks that the company can have exposure to.
00:19 And those are operational, country, business,
00:24 foreign exchange, interest rates, liquidity, market
00:29 and credit risks.
00:30 And so the risk management concentration that we have here
00:35 at Suffolk is integrating several key areas
00:38 of financial risk that way by allowing students to
00:42 learn all the risk types that has been mentioned.
00:45 And then focusing on a company that is a global company
00:50 and then you're facing all the variety of risks
00:53 and then as well as looking at
00:55 the various best practices in the industry.
00:58 So the global association of risk professionals, or GARPs
01:03 it offers the most credible affiliation
01:07 that there can be in the risk management industry.
01:09 And then Suffolk is really proud
01:13 that by delivering the knowledge that we have
01:16 in the risk management, concentration of students,
01:20 our students and the graduates will be away
01:23 on the way to RNV GARPs, financial risk manager
01:26 or FRM certification.
01:28 (upbeat music)